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As any entrepreneur will tell you, you never know what lies just around the corner.  
Just about anything can - and will - happen when people are involved.  The ABRA 
board has long discussed the matter of insurance: can we ask our members to 
take out a broader liability insurance than the Belgian legal requirement?  Is this 
something we can write into the ABRA Code of Conduct?  Is it even our place to do 
so?  In the end, we decided on publishing a guideline on assessing and managing 
your risks as a business owner.  

The impact of outside forces on your business can be substantial, as was proven 
by last year’s decision by Brussels municipality to raise the minimum period for 
residential rentals to 90 days. A decision that aimed to crack down on rentals 
through online platforms such as AirBnB, but had unintended impact on the market 
for expat lets.  To help represent the interests of the sector and draw the lines in 
conjunction with the economic and local government, BBF has initiated a Belgian 
chapter for ASAP - the Association of Serviced Apartment Providers. 

With summer firmly here, skirts, shorts and flouncy tops are seemingly everywhere.  
And so in this column on life with a young refugee Deborah Seymus looks at the 
differences in how we view sex, love and relationships. 

We hope you enjoy the read and the rest of your summer, 

Isabelle Prémont

istockphoto.com
www.abra-relocation.com
abra-relocation.com
abra-relocation.com
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assessing and managing your risk as a business owner               by Deborah Seymus

Choosing the Right Insurance

An essential part of business ownership is ensuring that 
you and your employees are covered for all those kind 
of situations where things can get messy. Dealing with 
unexpected issues can amount to quite a challenge, so 
ensuring you and your staff are taken care of at every 
moment is fundamental to the security of your company.  
But how do you know which company provides the 
services you need? Based on what risks do you choose your 
insurance coverage? In an effort to answer these questions 
we spoke with Laurent Martin from ALLIA Insurance 
Brokers, Alain Voets from Concordia Insurances and Filip 
Declerq from Expat & Co.

There are a number of types of insurance coverage that 
you are legally required to take out as a business, such as 
occupational accidents and general civil liability. Then there 
are the additional covers which will differ per organisation, 
and are dependent on risk. At the very least, you need a 
good general liability insurance to insure against all cases 
of non-contractual damage to third parties. How extensive 
it should be will depend on the type of business and the 
activity. 

Spill water on a client’s laptop and it’s covered by your 
general liability insurance. If you’re serving snacks at 
an event and one of the suppliers has suffered from a 
salmonella outbreak, they’ll want to have product liability 

coverage. In addition to a good fire insurance, consequential 
loss insurance is also useful to compensate for turnover and 
loss of profit immediately after the fire or water damage. 

“Insurances are an important tool to limit the financial 
burden in the event of damage and to prevent your 
company from going bankrupt.” - Laurent Martin,  
ALLIA Insurance 

For intellectual and liberal professions, contractual 
professional liability is often added. When there are 
employees, an occupational accident insurance policy 
is mandatory and every company car requires motor 
insurance. You can supplement this with comprehensive 
insurance and assistance.

GDPR and data processing agreements can hold large 
contractual liabilities, so what if you lose a client’s documents 
and accidentally disclose private data? Private liability 
insurance can mean the difference between bankruptcy and 
the survival of your business. After all, professional liability 
does not always require an error to have been made, simply 
failing a contractual obligation can be sufficient to trigger 
your contractual liability with a client. 

Similarly, cyber crime is on the rise and a sudden attack by 
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ransomware can see you held liable by your clients for not 
meeting your contractual obligations. 

It can be interesting to insure the directors of the company 
under a directors’ liability insurance. An inexpensive 
insurance policy, it guarantees legal representation and 
assistance  when the business owner (accidentally) causes 
damage to his business or a staff member. Under the new 
company law this is seen as not only a business accident 
but also falls under your personal liability because you are 
at fault. A business owner can, if he is not insured, lose 
everything. Not only is his business declared bankrupt, but 
his house can be taken too. We’ve seen it happen before.

Succinctly put: insurances are a form of precaution. They 
require you to take a closer look at all your possible risks 
so you can try to eliminate or reduce them. You transfer 
the residual risks to an insurance company in exchange for 
payment of a premium. The better your own precautions, 
the cheaper your insurance will be. So critically assess your 
risks and get advice from a specialist insurance broker. 

“A good insurance package is not just an accumulation 
of policies. One policy must strengthen the other, not 
weaken it. Ask for guidance from an independent 
broker who can guide you through your risk 
assessments.” - Filip Declerq,  Expat & Co

It’s hugely important that all the insurance policies included 
in a package are aligned. One policy must strengthen the 
other, not weaken it. Imagine your insurances for civil 
liability and legal assistance are under the same company. 
Now let’s suppose you have a civil liability car insurance with 
company A and company A is the market leader in Belgium. 
If you cause an accident, there is a good chance that the 
person involved is with the same insurance company. This 
creates a conflict of interest. Company A must represent 
both persons, without the control of a counter company. 
The tendency to compensate the customer with the smallest 
damage could be high.

If you’re the party who has suffered the greatest damage 
and are convinced that you are in your right, you can lodge 
an objection by appealing through legal aid. But, if that legal 
assistance is with Company A again, you have a problem. 
The legal assistance at A thus weakens the civil liability 
guarantee. It’s therefore best to take out legal assistance 
insurance with an independent legal assistance company. 
Of course, the disadvantage here is the cost. Separate legal 
assistance costs much more, but you are guaranteed that 
your files will always be handled correctly.

An example of reinforcement would be if your consequential 
loss insurance is with the same company as your fire 
insurance. Suppose a fire starts in your office, requiring 
you to close it for a longer period of time and on top of 
that a discussion has arisen with the damage expert. If 
you place the business damage insurance policy with the 
same company, the expertise becomes more urgent to the 
covering insurer. The longer the expert discusses details, the 
longer your company will suffer consequential damage. As 

a result, the insurance company will have to pay more for 
the loss of profit and the rental of replacement offices. It is 
therefore in the insurer’s own interest to reimburse you as 
quickly and effectively as possible.

“Focus on risk management and apply prevention 
measures.” - Alain Voets, Concordia Insurances

Of course, there is no insurance to help reduce insurance 
claims. A company can take measures, such as working with 
a prevention advisor, to reduce and manage the risk of, for 
example, accidents in the workplace. With less accidents, 
you suffer less damages and less damages helps lower your 
premium.  Companies that work with machines, for example, 
receive additional conditions imposed by insurers in order 
to limit certain risks. After a year, these are revised and 
adjusted if necessary to ensure that the premium doesn’t 
need to be increased. You might also offer employees an 
incentive if there are less accidents than the previous year; 
this makes staff more alert for accidents.  

“On the one hand there is the element of chance, 
but on the other there are risks that you can assess 
and limit. If you’re organising an event or managing a 
project from A to Z, there are a myriad of things that 
can go wrong, before, during and after the event. ” - 
Alain Voets, Concordia 

The number of things that can go wrong at any time are 
endless, but when we find ourselves needing to claim, we’re 
often quick to blame the insurer when we don’t receive 
the compensation (we think) we deserve.  However, it’s 
important to note that this isn’t always due to the insurance 
company, but may also be attributed to the customer or the 
broker. 

When things do go wrong with the insurer this is often to 
do with conflicts of interest, where the insurance company 
decides to pay out the lesser of two claims as previously 
discussed. A form of abuse of power then plays a role. The 
insurance company has an entire army of good lawyers at its 
fingertips, which the client usually doesn’t.

“Some customers try to cheat the insurer by not 
disclosing all the facts, but they usually end up 
deceiving themselves.” - Filip Declerq, Expat & Co

Things can go wrong from the customer’s side when they 
are careless or don’t receive specialist guidance by their 
broker.  It’s easy to forget something, and accidents are 
quick to happen. If something happens, and you are not, or 
not sufficiently insured, you pay for the costs yourself. You 
cannot blame your insurer for your carelessness, negligence 
or oblivion, irregular control or follow-up.

Incomplete transparency can be contributed to the 
customer. Some customers try to cheat the insurance 
company by not disclosing all the facts. But they usually end 
up deceiving themselves, because insurers leave little to 
chance.  The same applies for brokers. They too sometimes 
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forget something. Nothing human is alien to them. But they 
do have professional liability insurance for this. If damage 
is caused by their fault or negligence, the client will be 
reimbursed under their professional liability insurance. 

“The onus is on clients to inform us of changes. If 
you’ve bought a new car, you need to let us know so we 
can insure it. Companies evolve and communication 
between the insurer and insuree is hugely important.” 
Laurent Martin,  ALLIA Insurance

-----

SOME USEFUL TIPS TO ENSURE A 
SUCCESSFUL CLAIM RESOLUTION

∞ Submit your claims in time
Many contracts have a limited time span after the accident 
or incident to submit your claim. If that time is up, the 
insurance company does not have to reimburse you.

∞ Be honest, correct and complete
Make sure your first version of the facts is always the correct 
version. People who change their version afterwards, when 
they feel things aren’t turning out the way they want, are 
always considered suspicious. Companies have the right to 
call in detectives to find out the truth. A well-known trick 

is to visit the neighbors: they’ll often share more than the 
customer would like. Anyone caught for fraud, concealment 
or misrepresentation of the facts can be sentenced and 
loses all entitlement to compensation.

∞ Ensure order in your own file 
If you make a mess of your file, you can’t expect your 
insurance company to process it within the agreed time. 
Claims Adjustors are not your personal secretary. Also, 
don’t forget that you’re not the only customer. If we were to 
give priority to messy, and therefore time-consuming, files, 
we would build up more backlog.  As a result, we would 
also have more dissatisfied customers. Priority is given to 
as many satisfied customers as possible and therefore to 
orderly files. 

COMPLETING YOUR FILE CORRECTLY:
∞ complete in one file per insured person (not all insured 
persons mixed together), possibly clearly grouped into one 
large file;
∞ make sure your documents are arranged by date;
∞ avoid mixing invoices or supporting documents from 
previous files with new ones;
∞ report your form filled in as completely as possible: 
describe the cause of the accident, the diagnosis of the 
disease and such as accurately as possible, supplemented 
by witness statements, medical reports or other evidence;
∞ don’t forget to mention the account number on which the 
reimbursement can be deposited.

Rental Apartments in Brussels
Rent your luxury furnished apartment on 

central prime locations

+ Modern studios, 1, 2 & 3 bedroom 
apartments

+ Call now, move-in today

+ Parking, housekeeping & handyman available

+ Both furnished & unfurnished apartments

+ Locations: city centre, NATO, Brussels Airport, 

European Quarter, Ixelles, Auderghem & 

Woluwe-saint-Pierre.

+ Public transport within walking distance

+ Fully furnished and equipped apartments, 
access control to all residences & Wi-Fi access

Discover all our residences

WWW.RENTMORE.BE
info@rentmore.be    + 32 (0)2 305 55 55 



 Temporary
housing made easy

BBF is a specialized provider of serviced and residential apartments since 1992. With more than 1700 units in 
key locations in Antwerp and Brussels we can offer attractive mid to long term rental packages combined with 
professional services at affordable rates. Together with our ASAP quality label this guarantees the key to an 
excellent stay.

sales@bbf.be
Call us on +32 (0)2 705 05 21

SERVICED APARTMENTS

NEW PROJECT

NEAR THE BRUSSELS CANAL
B-SQUARE

BBF RELOCATE 210X297.indd   1 20/02/19   10:16
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“Belgium has a thriving market of serviced apartments”                              by BBF

First ASAP event held in Brussels

This spring the first ASAP network event took place at an 
amazing location on the Brussels Grand Place. This was 
hosted by BBF, leader in the rental of serviced apartments, 
and sponsored by KBC Brussels. BBF Serviced Apartments, 
or previously Brussels Business Flats, has been an 
important player in providing temporary accommodation 
to expats and employees of international companies and 
organisations since 1992. BBF currently operates more than 
1700 apartments in Brussels and Budapest, and recently it 
has also set foot in Antwerp.

Joël Vanmellaert, Managing Director of BBF, tells us: “Belgium, 
especially Brussels with its international institutions, has 
had a thriving market of apartments with services for years. 
This is mainly due to the attractive prices for longer periods 
and the convenience as well as the benefits of renting an 
apartment with services. Both for tenants and the persons 
responsible for housing their employees.

To date, however, there is no competent representation that 
represents the interests of the sector and can draw the lines 
in conjunction with the economic and local government. 
In Brussels last year, the minimum period for residential 
rentals was suddenly increased to 90 days. And this to the 
regret of a number of important companies that rented only 
for periods of 1 month from BBF.”

As a member of ASAP (the Association of Serviced 
Apartments Providers) we not only have a better view of 
what is going on in this international market, but we also 
convey more confidence and expertise. ”

The organisation is focused on guaranteeing confidence 
in booking a serviced apartment with consumers all over 
the world. Especially since this type of accommodation is 
relatively new and often unknown to the larger public.

Every year ASAP carries out a thorough inspection of the 
apartments with its members. The Quality Accreditation 
is the leading system for quality assessment, recognition 
and reporting for the industry. The ASAP quality mark is 
recognized worldwide as the leading accreditation in the 
industry. Relocation agencies and global travel buyers in 
particular see the importance of working with accredited 
suppliers.

The network meeting also aimed to propose a Belgian ASAP 
entity in relation to the recent changes to legislation in 
Brussels. And to ascertain to what extent other suppliers in 
Belgium regard this as an enrichment for the market.

“I am very excited about the new chapter of ASAP in 
Belgium.” James Foice, CEO of ASAP, said during the event. 
“We are grateful to BBF and the other Belgian members 
for the opportunity to expand, evolve and grow as an 
association. This European chapter for ASAP is very exciting 
and we can’t wait to see what else will come. “

James Foice continues: “The demand for apartments has 
risen worldwide in the last 12 months. With more and more 
people moving for their jobs, an apartment with services is 
a relatively cheaper option than traditional accommodation. 
The accreditation body has been an important promoter 
for our industry. We hope that this local chapter can also 
grow as a local representative of reliable and professional 
providers. With the support of BBF, our relationship with 
the European market is being strengthened, a topic that we 
will also address at the ASAP convention held every year in 
London during December. We also plan to secure further 
partnerships around the world over the next five years. BBF 
is a great team and a good partner on board. And we are 
proud to support this new opportunity for our industry. “
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on sex, love and relationships                         by Deborah Seymus

Flatsharing with a Refugee

As professionals in the global mobility sector we know all 
about managing culture shock, helping our assignees adapt 
to new environments, and spend a lot of time considering 
matters such as cost of living allowances and hardship 
locations. But what about those who move halfway across 
the globe with no help whatsoever? The people who leave 
their homes behind for entirely different reasons than a 
(temporary) foreign assignment? Freelance journalist and 
millennial Deborah Seymus has a monthly column on living 
with a young refugee with Knack online and is republished 
here with their permission. We look forward to bringing 
you her column over the coming issues as we explore a 
brand new view on life in Belgium. 

Just over six months ago I met Izat*. Izat fled Afghanistan 
at the age of 19. He and his family lived in the village of 
Tagab in the northeast of Afghanistan, which has been 
under Taliban control since 1995. War has been raging in 
the region since 2001, and with Tagab trapped between the 
Taliban militia on the one side and government soldiers on 
the other, his village is under constant fire. Going to school 
is not an option as schools ceased to exist some time ago 
and career opportunities for young men are limited to being 
recruited by either the Taliban or the army. Realising this, 
his parents concluded there was no future for him in Tagab. 
They saved up 10,000 dollars and with a heavy heart helped 
their son flee to Belgium.  

“Our differing views are the cause of a fair amount of 
frustration.”

I have never asked myself so many questions about the 
subject of relationships, as since I’ve been living with Izat. 
Never before have I had so many problems expressing 
myself and explaining things to someone else when talk 
turns to the Belgian view on love and friendship. And to be 
honest, it’s the cause of a fair amount of frustration because 
our views on these themes are so vastly different. 

Let me begin by answering why our views are so different. 
In Afghanistan almost all (99%) of inhabitants are Muslim, of 
which 80-85% are Sunnite. The Sunnites follow, besides the 
Quran, the Hadith, which is a vast collection of established 
Islamic legends about the life of the prophet Mohammed. 
The Hadith is essentially an extension and interpretation of 
the Quran, with often strict rules to be followed. Additionally, 
Sunnism is subdivided into different ‘madhahib’ - also known 
as hadis - which are different schools of religious thought. 
The most important of these are Hanafism, Malikism, 
Shafism and Hanbalism. Each was named after an ‘imam’, 
or pastor in prayer.  Izat and his parents follow Hanafism, 
which means Izat was raised according to certain religious 
rules which influence his interpretation of the differences in 
sex, love and relationships. 
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“You need to be respectful of women, turning round to 
look at a pretty girl is not acceptable.”

One of these rules is that Muslim women should cover their 
entire body and wear a headscarf, or ‘hijab’ in Afghanistan. 
They do this so that men in the street would not look at 
uncovered parts of their bodies.  Here in Belgium we’d be up 
on the barricades if we were not allowed to dress in public 
the way we want to, and see this as repression of women. 
When I speak with Izat about this, he explains: “You need 
to be respectful of women and turning round to look at a 
pretty girl is not acceptable. It’s very disrespectful for the 
woman, she could be married. She must be able to stay pure 
for Allah and her marriage.”

“My feminist beliefs tell me it sounds like a lame 
excuse to keep women subservient.”

I struggle with this last part. My feminist beliefs make me 
think it sounds like a lame excuse to keep women under 
some sort of control and keep them subservient. Even so, 
I can’t deny the fact that I’ve been stared at hundreds of 
times and don’t particularly enjoy it. When I confront Izat 
with the fact that I’ve been stared at by Muslim men too, 
he explains that not all Muslims know how to behave as 
they don’t know or understand enough about our Belgian 
customs. 

“Many of the young men who come here for the first time 
are simply shocked by what they see. This can cause strange 
behaviour or expressions that we struggle to understand 
in Belgium. Good guidance and follow-up are essential so 
that newcomers learn how to deal with differences and 
not to misinterpret Western behaviour, or dress sense,” 
Anneloes Van Osselaer, project leader at Curant explains. “A 
few lessons during an integration programme simply aren’t 
enough as these programmes usually only cover some 
theoretical knowledge. In the best case we can discuss these 
topics in a group with other young refugees. Themes like 
these require more in-depth and sustainable guidance and 
follow-up; by OKAN schools, teachers, imams, role models 
from their own culture, social assistants and youth workers.”

“No matter how hard he tries to explain the premise of 
our cohousing project, his friends don’t understand.”

I can imagine that it’s not easy to understand Belgian 
freedom when you come from a completely different culture. 
And if you have to make do with the limited information 
given during your integration course, you end up with more 
questions than answers. Izat honestly shares with me that 
he’s looked at a woman here before. His friends tell him off 
immediately; he’s not supposed to be looking at women 
when he has one at home (me).  No matter how hard he tries 
to explain the premise of our cohousing project, the boys 
don’t - or won’t - understand.  As far as their concerned, 
when you live with a woman, even in Belgium, you are a 
couple. 

Within the Afghan culture, women stay at home to take 
care of the children. They run the household and the man 

has very little input on this. Most adult Afghan women 
have never been to school, but considering the country has 
been plagued by war for 30 years, this is hardly surprising.  
Even so, things are slowly beginning to change within the 
educational system. Girls in Kabul have been going to school 
for a while now and a school has just been built in Tagab* 
where young girls can follow classes. 

“Who else would take care of the children and the 
family?”

When I ask Izat whether men and women are equal in 
his culture, he emphasises they are equally worthy and 
women are considered enormously important.  Families in 
Afghanistan are almost always large, with everyone living 
together under the same roof.  “Without women, who 
would take care of the children and the family?” It’s not 
because women don’t work, raising large families instead, 
that they are treated as lesser.

Afghan women’s lives are traditionally controlled by their 
male relatives. Women symbolise the honour of the family 
and community and they are expected to be pure and 
modest.  Over the last two decades however, armed groups 
have used these cultural norms as a weapon.  The arrival of 
the Taliban in 1994 caused an extreme increase in violence 
against Afghan women.  Using rape and sexual assault, they 
are able to dishonour entire communities.  So what does this 
daily reality do to your views on sexuality and relationships 
as a young man? 

“You need to be respectful of women and turning to 
look at a pretty woman is not acceptable.”

When Izat and I had been living together for about a month, 
I met someone. Just like many Belgian couples, we regularly 
met up and started spending the night together. I always let 
Izat know whether we would be staying at our apartment or 
at his place. Perhaps I shouldn’t have said anything, because 
I soon realised that Izat would disappear anytime we were 
in my room. When I asked him about this, he pretended 
nothing was wrong and he had no idea what I was talking 
about. His curt reply was clear:  “no, no problem”.  

Only after many conversations with him did I begin to 
understand how incredibly uncomfortable this made him 
feel in his own home.  He was already living with an open 
minded young woman he often struggled to know how to 
be around. But her sleeping with a partner who was not 
her husband, was simply too difficult to understand. Staying 
over at a friend’s house seemed to be the right solution; 
this way I wouldn’t feel guilty.  I’ve now come to accept this, 
after all, it seems a little absurd to change my love life to 
meet his religious standards. 

The truth? Living together will always be a quest to find the 
perfect middle ground, but I consider the freedom women 
enjoy here a vested right. A hard earned right I wouldn’t like 
to see changed. 
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New Vice Principal and Head of Secondary at BSB

BSB is delighted to announce the appointment of John 
Knight as BSB Vice Principal and Head of Secondary School. 
John has been at BSB since 2006 and prior to taking on the 
position of Head of Secondary has been the International 
Baccalaureate (IB) Coordinator and Deputy Head in the 
school.

John started his new post in January 2019 replacing Gary 
Minnitt who retired from our school in December 2018. BSB 
thanks Gary for his significant work in the past years and 
congratulates John for his new role.

“I am very happy and proud to be starting this new role at a 
school that has outstanding educational opportunities and 
resources, and encourages students to enjoy life and achieve 
the best they can personally, socially and academically”, says 
John.

     www.britishschool.be

•
New Languages at ISF Tervuren

The International School of Flanders (ISF Tervuren) is 
delighted to announce a new addition to the current 
language provision in our school. From September 2019  we 
will be offering both Dutch and French language lessons in 
our Pre-school. 

The offering of three languages has already proved to be 
very successful in our ISF International Daycare, and has 
inspired ISF to expand this language provision to our Pre-
school in order to allow our students to continue on their 
language learning journey within the school environment. 
Research shows that early exposure to languages boosts 
problem-solving, critical-thinking, and listening skills, in 
addition to improving memory, concentration, and the 
ability to multitask. Students who are proficient in other 
languages also show signs of enhanced creativity and 
mental flexibility. It is with this in mind that we are confident 
that the introduction of Dutch to our existing language 
curriculum will bring many positive benefits and help us 
develop confident bilingual children from an early age. For 
more information about our NEW Pre-School Tariff, visit: 

       www.isftervuren.org

•

40-year anniversary as an IB School 
and freshly minted IB continuum school

This year, St John’s reached a significant milestone, the 40-
year anniversary as an International Baccalaureate school. 
In addition, we were delighted to receive accreditation 
last month for our IB Middle Years Programme (MYP). As 
a result, St. John’s gained the highly prized status as an IB 
continuum school. 

The official opening of our boarding house also heralds 
a new phase in St John’s history; the facility is modern, 
comfortable and a real home-away-from home for our 
boarders. To meet increasing demand and better serve our 
wide and far-reaching catchment area, we will be adding an 
additional bus route next year. 

For decades, the St John’s Lions have been a force to be 
reckoned with and have built an excellent reputation of 
competitive sportsmanship, courtesy and companionship. 
As we look to progress the programme in 2019/2020, we 
are pleased to announce that the St. John’s season training 
for Middle and High School teams will be free of charge. 

Up until now, we have offered a 15% discount from the third 
sibling on the highest fee paid to families whose tuition fees 
are not paid by their employer. Going forward, we will offer 
a 5% discount for the 2nd sibling on the highest fee paid 
whose tuition fees are not paid by the employer. Once a 
third child joins St. John’s, we will revert to the 15% discount 
from the third sibling on the highest fee paid. 

                www.stjohns.be

•
Celebrating International Mother Tongue Day

With children and staff from 35 different nationalities, 
celebrating International Mother Tongue Day at BEPS 
International School is a must. The day gives the opportunity 
for children to experience a wealth of new experiences, 
languages and tastes, and is one that is eagerly anticipated. 

We want this day to help us learn about the countries that 
we come from and what they can offer everyone. This year, 
we thought about artists from our home countries and what 
they show other people about our culture and backgrounds. 
Parents and teachers shared their knowledge about, and 
passion for a wide range of artists. 

At BEPS we love to acknowledge the fact, that although we 
come together to form one community, our differences are 
great, and these deserve occasions to be given that extra 
opportunity to shine through.

                  www.beps.com

•
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NEWS FROM OUR MEMBERS

New Partena Business Website

Give your employees or clients a simplified service for social 
security’s health insurance. We help you with all formalities 
and provide tailor made insurance solutions for foreigners 
settling in Belgium. An account manager will be your single 
point of contact and will work closely with you to take care 
of your clients. Discover the brand new Partena Business 
website at: 

https://www.partenahealthinsurance-business.be

•
B-Square open for Brussels expats

B-Square, the latest addition to the BBF portfolio, has opened 
its doors to house expats and business travelers in the city of 
Brussels. This amazing apartment complex is situated within 
the Brussels Canal district, an area in full expansion. 

Kanal Centre Pompidou, a 35,000 m2 cultural Hub in the 
buildings of the former Citröen garage, and the Tour & Taxis 
bleasure complex are situated just around the corner.

Furthermore the building lies in walking distance of the 
historic centre and near World Trade Center where many 
multinationals and European institutions are located. It has 
easy road and public transport connections which make it a 
key location.

B-Square offers awesome and spacious serviced apartments 
with a high level of finishing that will accommodate residents 
in stylish surroundings. With this new acquisition BBF 
reaches the 1700 units mark, ensuring its market leading 
position in Brussels. 

For more information regarding bookings, please contact 
the BBF team on +32 (0)2 705 05 21 or send your email to 
sales@bbf.be. 

        www.bbf.be

•

Start-up Plannr.eu simplifies DIY expatriation 

An increasing amount of the individuals and professionals 
who take the leap to move abroad, need to arrange their 
move on a Do It Yourself basis. At the same time, expatriation 
is still a complex matter. That’s why Plannr.eu has launched 
a platform that guides expats who are coming to Belgium 
and Belgians who are going abroad. In a number of clicks, 
these internationals can navigate through the jungle of 
administration, language, local legislation, taxation, visa and 
insurances. Plannr.eu is part of the accelerator Start it @KBC 
that supports innovative and scalable entrepreneurship.

From requesting a bank account, insurances, administrative 
support or language lessons to practical matters like tax 
declarations or finding the perfect school, Plannr.eu provides 
an answer and is freely available for internationals with 
plans in Belgium. Plannr.eu collaborates with governments 
and qualitative service providers such as moving firms, fiscal 
experts, realtors, relocation agencies and banks to make the 
offering of Plannr.eu as complete and easy as possible. For 
the end user the basis of the application is, and always will 
be, free. Only for additional services, a fee is applied. Find 
out more by visiting them online:

            www.plannr.eu

•

New faces at Compas International Movers

Since taking over in July, 2018,  new Managing Director 
Pieter Willems has placed a strong focus on becoming known 
as the quality independent provider of international & 
diplomatic removals. From their careful packing promise to 
the development of a virtual video survey app, the emphasis 
placed on expertise, attentiveness and support  has helped 
the organisation grow exponentially this last year.  

As such, Compasim is delighted to welcome new faces Vivian 
Gorgonio and Jennifer Balo, who have been in the moving 
industry for many years and are expats themselves. Vivian 
(above) is from The Phillippines and has worked in China 
(Asian Tigers) and France (Sterling Relocations and Bailly 
International). Jennifer is a French citizen and has worked 
in Paris (Bailly International) and the UK (K2 Corporate 
Mobility) before coming to Belgium, where she worked for 
Ziegler and Santa Fe. 

          www. compasim.be
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ABRA Member Meeting - October ‘18

Due the delayed publication dates this year, we are catching up on meeting photographs. The Thursday 4 October meeting of 
ABRA was held at D Y Patil International School, Kontichsesteenweg 40, 2630 Aartselaar. The guest presentation was given by 
Sara Bigwood, Leadership Development Coach, Family Strategist and author of “The Expat Method, Mastering Personal and 
Organizational Change” who spoke on family dynamic in time of change and how to support frustration, emotions and role 
changes during that time.  Koen Wolzer and Cedric Clauws of ABRA member Home Consult gave a presentation on the new 
laws covering leases in the Brussels area and in Flanders. Visit the ABRA website to put names to faces. 

https://abra-relocation.com/abra-meeting-4-october/
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ABRA Member Meeting - December ‘18

The December meeting of ABRA was held at Partena, Boulevard Louis Mettewie 74-76, 1080 Brussels. The guest speaker was 
Christine Sullivan of Fragomen Global Immigration Services who spoke on how companies in the EU can prepare for a Deal or 
No Deal Brexit. Michael Penning gave a presentation on the Community Help Service (CHS).  You can put names to faces and 
download PDF versions of their talks by visiting the event page on the ABRA website.  
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https://abra-relocation.com/abra-meeting-6-december-2018/
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IN A CHANGING WORLD, 
EXPATS FEEL AT HOME 
RIGHT AWAY.

WITH YOU FROM THE START
Simply enjoy the Belgian way of life. 
We take care of all your banking & 
insurance matters.

More info on bnpparibasfortis.be/
expatinbelgium.
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